Thank you for considering Javanna Productions M.O.V.E. in your search for civic engagement
programming. Providing community members with opportunities that strengthen their interest
in social responsibility is a worthwhile endeavor. We hope we can be of service to you and the
students you serve.
Javanna Productions is a 501c3 non-profit organization that curates a yearly effort called
M.O.V.E. (Motivation Opportunity Vision Entertainment). In this effort students participate in
our M.O.V.E. Civics, Community Service and Creativity Curriculum (CCC), learning how to
creatively address and raise awareness for social issues and causes they are passionate about.
With the help of M.O.V.E. Facilitators, our MOVERS design their own plan of action and
produce socially responsible artistic campaigns thereby making our work a prime example of
participatory action and self-determination.
Javanna Productions M.O.V.E. partners with education organizations and public schools to offer
our CCC Curriculum to new groups of students each year. Considering the partnering
organization’s mission and yearly schedule, Javanna Productions M.O.V.E. will suggest a
combination of the following CCC Curriculum programs.
IEP Workshops - 1-3 hour workshop experience exploring two community organizing topics,
one social issue and a variety of civic engagement practices. Community organizing topics and
featured social issues are selected via a student survey distributed and collected two weeks
before programming begins. Community organizing topics include: Civic Responsibility,
Community Service, Empathy & Sympathy, Self Determination, Coalition Building, Creativity &
Innovation, Volunteerism, Campaigning, Activism and Advocacy. Social Issues and causes
explored in the IEP workshops include, but are not limited to: Autism, Domestic Violence,
Discrimination, Climate Change, Animal Welfare, Intolerance, Racism, Bigotry. Via the survey,
students can also indicate interest in a specific social issue or cause that is not listed.
Summer Service Activities - Quantity driven work that empowers and trains people of all
ages to engage in volunteerism for a select group of social service agencies, soup kitchens and
social good campaigns. Students volunteer alongside a community organizer or leader that
exemplifies service and volunteerism. Students will participate in a structured conversation
before and after the volunteer effort to solidify themes and promote interest in the organization
outside of the classroom. Students will be introduced to a variety of social service organizations
and volunteer initiatives in their city (NY - The Covenant House, Queens Community House,
Youth Organizing To Save Our Streets, University Settlement, etc.)
Winter Traveling Intensive - Trains a select group of young people to engage in facilitated
dialogue for mutual understanding. Students from different M.O.V.E. chapter states will gather
(NY, FL, TX, UT) to learn more about the challenges that other communities face. In a traveling
learning intensive experience, students will cultivate the skills necessary to help communities
navigate polarizing issues. Students will facilitate workshops and assemblies for mutual
understanding revealing the differences and commonalities amongst the people they work
with.
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Summer Traveling Intensive - Trains a select group of young people to practice civic
engagement and mutual understanding by introducing them to civically engaged youth in
other chapter states (NY, FL, TX, UT) via workshops and campaigning.
Summer Performance Project & Gallery - Qualitative/public experience that works with a
large group of MOVERs (all ages) to produce live performance and still artistry in a gallery for
public viewing.
Professional Development For Teachers - Seven hour workshop experience that provides
teachers with unconscious bias training for increased effectiveness in diverse classrooms.
Six month Program M.O.V.E. We Heal Public School Program
M.O.V.E. We Heal brings together five community organizers to serve as a student body's
singular guidance counselor in a six-month long administration of programming from seven
educational pillars. Teachers can utilize the M.O.V.E. We Heal Community Organizers in their
classrooms or after school settings to provide learning from one of the seven pillars listed
below.
1) Healing Through Activism - Community organizing and campaigning around social issues
2) Social Interactions - Exploring empathy, unconscious bias, interpersonal communication
3) Citizenship - Studying current events, addressing trauma, understanding civic duty
4) Rebranding Individual Education Programs (IEPs)- Conducting IEP assessments with each
student and directing their educational experience through the lens of their personal interests
and creative disciplines
5) Mentorship - Fostering relationships between younger and older students for ongoing
cultural transformation in the school or youth organization
6) History - Developing and administering culturally competent curriculum via field trips and
experiential learning
7) Self Determination - Producing large scale student led public projects and assemblies
addressing social issues and causes.
Artistry’s potential to illuminate injustice, coupled with the communication skills of community
organizing prepare our MOVERS to enact positive change in the communities they come from.
Our interdisciplinary approach looks at the student holistically and illuminates their innate skill
sets and social interests. We hope to work with your organization to develop a creative civic
education program that falls in line with your yearly goals.
Thank you for your time!
Sincerely,
Nicole Johnson
Founder & Creative Director
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